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I want to start this paper today with a quote from Gilles Deleuze’s The Fold, the focus 

of which is a reading of Leibniz as the exemplary philosopher of the early modern 

period: 

 If the Baroque has often been associated with capitalism it is because the 

 Baroque is linked to a crisis of property, a crisis that appears at once with the 

 growth of new machines in the social field and the discovery of new living 

 beings in the organism (1993:110) 

I was drawn to this quote in the context of the topic I have chosen to think through as 

an extension of the baroque’s unfolding – contemporary bioart. Bioart is a reasonably 

young and emerging art form and movement with many of its artists still engaged in 

debates over what constitutes its key techniques, media and artefacts. However, after 

a number of large-scale exhibitions such as L’art Biotech staged in Aix-en-Provence 

in 2003, and Bio-difference, which was part of The 2004 Biennale of Electronic Arts, 

Perth (BEAP) in Australia, most artists and curators now vehemently defend the 

biotech fleshiness of their medium and form. Quoting Eduardo Kac, a prominent 

bioartist, Jens Hauser (curator of L’art Biotech) states that: 

Bio Art is first and foremost an art of transformation in vivo that manipulates 

"biological materials at discrete levels (e.g. individual cells, proteins, genes, 

nucleotides)"(2005 – the last part of the sentence comes from Kac) 

Bioart is not, then, comprised of images, sculptures or even computational 

simulations of biological life. Artists such as Kac and the collective Tissue Culture 

and Art project (TCA) have adamantly asserted an anti-representationalist stance in 

the bioart arena, differentiating themselves particularly from artists who work with 

biological metaphors, such as the genetic algorithm or simulated artificial-life 

environments. As I hope to show in this paper, this anti-representationalism connects 

contemporary bioart to what I will call, borrowing from Tim Murray’s recent book, 

the ‘digital baroque’ (2008). I want to spend some time in this paper elucidating how 

this anti-representationalist position is also linked in some bioart, via its contemporary 



biological manipulations, to a deep understanding of the baroque as an aesthetic of 

folding.  

 

However, this involves a move on my part, which is anathema to many bioartists – the 

reconnection of bioart to a tradition of digital or new media art. Many bioartists have 

raged against the implicit representationalism of the computational machine insisting 

on the brute fleshiness of their medium and artefacts. For example, in a workshop on 

The Aesthetics of Life conducted by Adam Zaretsky and Jennifer Willett in 2008 (at 

the University of Exeter, UK) both artists insisted on distancing themselves from 

computational biotechnologies and the ‘genetic hype’ of the biotech industry (Willet 

and Zaretsky, 2008). They insisted instead on their immersion in the ‘wetware’ of the 

laboratory as space for artistic practice and on the importance of ‘re-embodying’ 

biotechnologies.  

 

But I want to argue that we need to situate the debate about the relation of 

contemporary bioart to biotechnologies within the debate about a ‘digital baroque’ 

and the baroqueness of digital embodiment. By doing this I think we can begin to 

ascertain an aesthetics for bioart that is not simply steeped in negation; that is, bioart 

is not genetic art, not digital art, not new media. Rather we can understand bioart as a 

practice propelled by a set of energies that gain their force from the work of the 

differential. We are then lead to another set of considerations: if bioart is produced 

through the differential folding of flesh, and its artefacts embody differentially 

inflected and produced flesh as contemporary embodiment, then to what extent does 

this respond to a ‘crisis in property’?   

 

Returning to the quote by Deleuze, we have to then examine the status of bioart (and 

especially its parasitic relation with biotechnologies) as either an aesthetic that is 

generated in response to a contemporary property crisis or as part of the ongoing 

nature of that crisis. In working to transform and often to produce living things at the 

level of biotechnical manipulation bioartists engage (to pick up on the positive aspects 

of crisis invoked by Deleuze) ‘new machines in the field of the social’ and in fact 

discover, or at least call forth, new modes of living for the organism (to now 

paraphrase Deleuze’s ‘discovery of new living beings in the organism’). 



  
‘Growing the semi-living steak in a bioreactor’                      GFP Bunny(image of a genetically modified live  

Research image from ‘Disembodied Cuisine’ TCA 2003  rabbit), Eduardo Kac, December 2000 ongoing 

        

 

Of course, the very machines bioartists engage in the field of the social are precisely 

assemblages of technique, matter and life science deployed by biotech corporations, 

which are posing enormous social, environmental and ethical concerns for 

contemporary life.  

 

For Deleuze, the key problem posed by the baroque, and what in fact links the 

baroque to capitalism, is the problem of property or as he suggests the determination 

of appurtenance (1993: 107). For him, the baroque is not associated with capitalism 

because it is historically linked to the rise and spread of mercantilism (as a 

straightforward, traditional Marxist theory of aesthetics might argue; for example, 

Arnold Hauser’s Social History of Art). Rather capitalism arises as result of a ‘crisis 

in property’ and it is the baroque machine, which drives this crisis. Hence capitalism 

might be understood as a social-financial machine that tries to manage property crises, 

that is forever trying to stabilise a crisis in property, with disastrous consequences. 

(Especially considering the present collapse of the global financial system, which 

precisely rode the back of a monumentally flawed model of managing property as a 

gamble between credit and debt in the form of the sub-prime housing market). 

  

To what crisis in property is Deleuze referring that the baroque provokes? It is not, for 

him, foremost a crisis of property considered in its commodity form. Rather it is the 

epistemic and ontological preconditions for property as such: knowledge of what 

belongs to what in the world and how to live according to the knowledge that pertains 

to these relations. These relations are not initially played out in the realm of the 



market but rather in the domain of life, of organism and body. For what the baroque 

discovers in the realms of natural history and of philosophy is that the body that 

belongs to me is not a unified and possessed form but rather an aggregated, enfolded 

and distributed one: 

‘…our body is a type of world full of an infinity of creatures that are also 

worthy of life (Leibniz quoted in Deleuze from A Letter to Lady Masham 

1993:109) 

For Deleuze, this raises the question of what belongs to what – species, relations, 

degrees and the extent to which what I belong to and what belongs to me determines 

what I am. These relations and degrees re-order the relationship between belonging 

and being such that what I belong to is precondition for what I am (1993:109-110).  

 

In the light of this, we might reconsider the debate between preformationists and 

epigeneticists, which haunts the history of the life sciences from their nascent form in 

the early modern period to the present day. The early microscopists such as van 

Leeuwenhoek and Swammerdam have often been attributed a preformationist position  



 
‘Drawings of spermatic " animalcules " Antoni van Leeuwenhoeck in a Letter to Nehemiah Grew dated 1677-9. 

perhaps due to the ambiguities within their drawings and correspondence to places 

such as the Royal Society in Britain. Homunculi are found in the drawings of 

microscopists of this period – for example, Nicolas Hartsoeker’s 1695 drawing of a 

homunculus inside sperm: 



 
Epigeneticist illustrators and scientists of later ilk, such as Haeckel, were preoccupied 

with the force of form and deformation in embryogenesis. It is here that we begin to 

see a much more definitive split between notions of epigenesis and preformation. 

Interestingly, Haeckel’s drawings have often been attributed a ‘baroque’ aesthetic. 



 
Plates illustrating the morphogenesis of the human embryo recapitulating the ontogeny of the original ‘fish-gill’ 

stage, from Ernst Haeckel’s Anthropogenie, 1874 

 

Fluidity, dispute and interchange existed between the preformationist and epigentetic 

positions during the early modern period. The sharp delineation between these was 

more an effect of a couple of centuries of argument in ensuing biological theory and 

experiment. In fact, the idea of beings inside other beings could just as easily be 

understood as an effect of the modulation of serial enfolding – worlds within worlds 

within worlds – upon conceptions of ‘life’ in early natural history. In other words, this 

notion does not have to belong to a hardened preformationist position.  

 

As historians of the life sciences Lois Magner and Shirley Roe suggest, Swammerdam 

and Malpighi were used later by philosophers to forge a coherent preformationist 

framework (Magner, 2007:159; Roe, 2003:5–7).  It was Nicolas Malebranche who 

developed a fully-fledged theory of preformation, referencing Swammerdam and 

Malpighi’s drawings and observations. In The Search after Truth (1674), 

Malebranche schematized Swammerdam’s ideas into the concept of emboîtement 

(encasement) – all living things encased other living things inside them. And making 

the proto-creationist leap, rather than staying within the realms of the empirical, 



Malebranche drew the conclusion that, ‘the body of every man and beast born till the 

end of time was perhaps produced at the creation of the world’ (1997:27). 

Malebranche tried to use microscopy to settle the infinite regress of relations of 

belonging. On the other hand, Kaspar Friedrich Wolff (1734-94), who is often thought 

of as one of the founders of modern embryology, drew upon microscopic 

investigation of the development of the intestines of chicken embryos to support an 

epigenetic position. 

 

On Deleuze’s reading of Leibniz, relations of belonging cannot be settled. Instead 

they are induced as a problem to be worked at by the baroque machine. To have 

relations to other beings inside one or to diverse thoughts in the field of perception is 

to acknowledge that belonging involves ‘moving and perpetually reshuffled relations’ 

(Deleuze, 1993:110). What a Leibnizian monad ‘has’ is not a property such as 

plasticity but rather other monads. What a ‘little animal’ has – as revealed by 

microscopy – is not motility as a property of life but rather many other little animals 

moving in relation to it (van Leeuwenhoeck in 1688, republished in 1932: 109–166). 

So the question of having is not settled by emboîtement, ownership or 

attribute….rather ‘to have’ means to live in  relation to a ‘crisis’ of  the unfixability of 

property. 

 

Transversally cutting into the contemporary baroque, if we do reverberate with a 

baroque aesthetics, is it because, likewise, there is today a kind of crisis in property in 

the field of life and living? We are now similarly beset by the question: what does it 

mean to have a body or for a body to belong to us? For, courtesy of the pervasiveness 

of biotechnicity, my body is filled with the organ transplants of other species, has the 

hands of another grafted onto it, parts of it may become an immortal cell line 

perpetually grown in a laboratory, and/or is subject to genetic marking by transgenic 

organisms.  

 

Here we see ‘the body’ distributed in an endless deferral of its totality to the non-sum 

of the whole of its parts. This inability to find a bodily centre or to find a centre that is 

‘the body’ resonates with conceptions of the baroque explored by authors such as Tim 

Murray and myself. Murray argues that digitality’s baroqueness is to be located in the 



ways in which digital aesthetics enfold and unfold temporality. The digital image 

(especially displayed by multimedia, installation or hyperlinked work but also in 

cinema that deploys a digital baroque aesthetic as Peter Greenaway’s Prospero’s 

Books) presents a simultaneity of interconnected information – layering, hotspots, 

embedded imagery etc. 

 
Screen shot from Prospero’s Books dir. Peter Greenaway, 1991 revealing a layering and enfolding of images into 

each other. 

 

Yet this simultaneity is never reduced to presence. Instead, what is baroque about this 

digital visuality is the extent to which the co-present elements of the image are 

engaged in deferring-referring interplays; the hotspot reveals an embedded textual 

fragment – a kind of past or archaeology to that image – and the entire image is 

potentially subject to future rearrangement.  

 

In Materializing New Media (2006) I presented a parallel argument concerning the 

enfolding of corporeality and computational information in new media aesthetics. 

This leads to the emergence of what I called a digital embodiment that comprises a 

baroque event. To briefly recall this argument by way of example: in Ulrike Gabriel’s 

installation Breath (1992–3), a participant wears a sensor harness around their waist 

that monitors and collects data on their rate of breathing  



Screenshot form Breathe, Ulrike Gabriel, interactive installation, 1993 

The values from this data are collected over time in the installation’s database.  These 

values then change the way in which the blue polygonal edges of the projected, 

moving image unfold across the screen over time. The geometry of the blue polygons 

and their facetted edges stretch, distort and fold into and out of each other, as if the 

image is taking on a breathing rhythm of its own.  Importantly, neither image nor 

sequence simply repeat or directly react to the breath of the participant.  Instead, they 

are influenced slowly by the aggregation of information from many past participants.  

When a new participant comes to the installation, it is already affected and has 

changed according to the data from a previous user.  The traces of someone else’s 

interactions are already there, animating the moving footage and producing a set of 

potentialities for the new interaction and so on, ad infinitum.  

 

Processes of differentiation energise both the conceptions of digital baroque and 

digital embodiment. For Murray, the digital image is not a specular projection that 

greets or emanates from a stabilised subject position. Instead, the arc of visual traces 

and serial productions unfold the engagements of and between a viewer-participant, 

artist-participant and digital information. For me, digital embodiment is a local 

actualisation of the potentially (virtually) distributed vectors of corporeality – 

distributed as traces in databases and as emergent arrangements to be brought forth by 

interaction between user-participants and computational machines. In other words, 

there is no ‘the body’ and ‘the computer’ but rather corporeal-informatic assemblages 

(the artistic machine deploying an aesthetic of human-computer interaction, for 

example), which engender embodiments.  

 

In what way, then, might bioart be situated as a mode of digital embodiment playing 

out across this digital baroque aesthetic? We would need to understand bioartistic 

production as preoccupied with an ‘unmaking’ of the solidity of the flesh, of flesh as 

property, as preformed or as the tabula rasa that supports form. We need to ask to 

what extent bioart participates in a kind of folding such that its flesh is processually or 

differentially produced and inducing. Perhaps not all bioart does engage in this kind 

of enfolded aesthetic but I hope to suggest that a direction is emerging within some of 

its practices that supports these vectors.  

 



However, and this is to situate Deleuze’s question about capitalism and crisis within a 

more contemporary context, to what extent is the production of flesh as ongoing 

folding – permanent differentiation, permanent embryogenesis – an activity of 

contemporary capitalism otherwise known as biocapitalism? Biotechnical organisms 

embody a crisis of property because its operations mean that neither property nor 

bodies can be located within ‘the body’. As Eugene Thacker puts it, we are in the 

midst of the production of a new kind of biology, which he calls ‘biomedia’: 

The “body” in biomedia is thus always understood in two ways – as a 

biological body, a biomolecular body, a species body, a patient body, and as a 

body that is ‘compiled’ through modes of visualisation, modelling, data 

extraction, and in silico simulation (2004:13) 

Biotechnical flesh belongs to a more generalised liquidation of property and capital as 

fixed assets, as it both propels us and is propelled into the bioeconomy of permanent 

speculative liquidity (Rajan, 2006).  Does this abundance of ongoing flesh production 

by the biotech industry signal a new formation of capitalism as infinite differentiation, 

rather than signal a crisis in property? Might any bioart – even that which highlights 

processes of differentiation – be fully engaged by a regime of bio-capital-politics? 

 

As Melinda Cooper has recently argued, at stake in biotechnology are the kinds of 

techniques/biologies, including their historical antecedents, discursive formations, 

actual techniques and materials, being deployed (2008). Cooper explores the 

genealogy of tissue engineering (TE) arguing that it is historically connected with 

concepts of epigenesis. TE’s techniques she argues, especially within the sphere of 

regenerative medicine, share epistemological space less with mechanical engineering 

and more with the mathematics and geometry of topological space (2008: 103–5).  

This area of mathematics is concerned with the generation of form due to continuous 

modulations by forces, something we see manifest in Haeckel’s nineteenth century 

fish–> human embryo series. We also see it in the baroque foldings of contemporary 

architect Greg Lynn’s Embryological House series of 3D architectural models from 



1998. 

 
Screenshot from Embryological House series, Greg Lynn, 1998. These are 3D models of potential 

architectural ‘forms’ generated using the software Maya. 

 

In the quest for what Cooper calls ‘permanent embryogenesis’ in regenerative 

medicine, tissue is engineered from immortal cell lines – cells that are sustained 

precisely on the basis that they are continually differentiating. But what this confronts 

us with, Cooper suggests, is the possibility of a body unbound by measurable (metric 

and chronological) time. Instead we must confront a new constitution of embodiment 

via TE – biology produced (and increasingly lived because of its deployment in areas 

such as regenerative medicine), in ‘nonmetric time’ (2008: 105).  

 

The bioartists I have mentioned so far in this paper – Willet, Zaretsky and TCA – 

could be said to be pursuing a trajectory within bioaesthetics that explores nonmetric 

embodiment in the age of biotechnologies. Willet and TCA have used tissue 



engineering as a technique for exploring the dispositif of biocapital. 

 
Photograph of teratomas produced by Bioteknica (2004). Note these are ‘faked’ teratomas ie nonliving. 

Willet and Bailey went on to produce in vivo teratomas but no image is available. 

 

Under the auspices of a ‘fake’ biotech company Bioteknica, Willet with collaborator 

Shawn Bailey grew tissue culture ‘teratomas’ at the SymbioticA Art and Science 

Laboratory in Perth Western Australia (co-directed and initiated by members of the 

TCA project). Willet and Bailey hybridised in vivo and representationalist techniques 

in the ongoing performance that was Bioteknica from 2003–7. They produced 

marketing brochures for their ‘corporation’ as well as successfully growing semi-

living teratomas. Teratomas of course represent the paradox at the heart of areas such 

as TE and indeed the very idea of regeneration. Literally ‘monstrous growths’, 

cancers and tumors are often also teratomas. The teratoma is cell growth ‘out of 

control’ or in permanent differentiation. And here lies the very paradox explored by 

the Bioteknica project – so too are cell lines used to regenerate tissue in permanent 

embryogenesis. Bioteknica ironically market the very idea of growth, monstrous 

growth, as the force that subtends the contemporary biotech corporation. 

 

The focus of the TCA project lies with exploring the aesthetics and ethics of what they 

call ‘semi-living’ organisms; organisms that have been grown in vivo using tissue 

engineering techniques. The TCA artists have developed a complex ethico-aesthetic 

framework that is embedded in their work. The ‘semi-living’ entities they make, 

display and perform with are not simply to be located between the living and the 

dead. Rather they are fundamentally fragmented, dependent and distributed 



organisms, which also call upon humans to consider the ways in which we, too, have 

become imbricated in this networked ecology of life: 

 In the context of our work once a fragment is taken from A BODY it  

becomes a part of THE BODY. The living fragment becomes part of a higher 

order that engulf all living tissues regardless of their current site. We see it as a 

symbolic device that enhances the bond humans share with all living beings.  

The semi-living are fragments of The BODY, nurtured in surrogate body – a 

techno-scientific one. The laboratory is part of the extended body, but the care 

can only be performed by a fellow living being – us, the artists (Catts and Zurr, 

2003: 3). 

 

         
Photographic images of the Semi-Living Worry Dolls, TCA 1996 and ongoing; in vivo 

tissue culture objects. 

 

The questions raised by these artists in their work follows a line of baroque folding 

that leads us all the way from the worlds within worlds fold of the early modern flesh 

of natural history to the ecologies of contemporary biotechnical life. But is this 

enough to continue to incite or at least draw upon the radical conclusion to which 

Deleuze leads us – that the baroque art-machine incites a crisis in property? 

 



As stand alone art pieces, I doubt that bioart and its aesthetics set off a process of 

unravelling on such a scale. Indeed, as I have hinted, they might even constitute part 

of movement that throws us into a permanent unravelling as a new mode of life lived 

under crisis capitalism. But the redeeming grace of the kind of bioart I have been 

gesturing toward, is that for all its defence of the presentational nature of its medium 

and techniques, the bioartists to whom I have referred are also active participants in a 

broader movement that has recently been referred to as ‘tactical biopolitics’ in which 

bioart plays a more interventionist role: 

…a thriving community of bioartists, researchers, and hobbyists have 

provided new analytical and activist models by which to intervene and 

participate in the life sciences. Through a broad set of hands-on interventions 

that provide a critique-in-action of both the political economy and the 

naturalization of the biotech industry, bioartists and researchers have fostered 

interspecies contacts, engineered hybrid life forms, and set up independent 

Biolabs (da Costa, 2009) 

Perhaps, then, bioart gains its gravitas from the extent to which it rejoins a more 

general relation to information and knowledge  – the extent to which its ethico-

aesthetic claims can or do become part of a more generalised epistemological 

distributive and differential impulse in culture at large. And this impulse has as much 

to do with sets of problems opened up within digital culture as it does with a restricted 

notion of ‘the biotechnical’. Issues such as: the multiplicitous tendencies of digital 

code, which are then ‘managed’ by patenting and proprietorial regimes such as 

intellectual property and digital management rights. So, too, are biotechnical artefacts 

and techniques subject to such forms of management techniques.  

 

Where bioart does differentiate itself from becoming simply another aspect of the 

unfolding crisis of life and capital in the contemporary world is insomuch as it 

participates in an onto-epistemological redistribution of this crisis beyond techniques 

of ‘managing’ life and property. This is demonstrated explicitly in the sharing of 

knowledge about biotechnology in art-laboratory environments where scientists and 

artists are together engaged in the politics of information and the will to unfold 

different relations to ‘life’. Here bioart contributes to a broader process of creating 

ecologies of bio-life-information, invoking the ceaseless work of folding these 



carefully in and out of each other, with which many ‘digital’ artists and thinkers are 

likewise engaged.  
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